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NEW DISCOVERY - MARS IDENTIFIES TRANSITIONAL PHASE
OF INTERDIMENSIONAL BEING SEEN IN NASA SPIRIT IMAGE
SEATTLE, WA (MARS) September 10, 2009 − Ten days after its discovery was announced by the
president of the Mars Anomaly Research Society (MARS), MARS has identified the fact that a Martian
humanoid filmed standing literally within feet of NASA’s Mars Exploration Rover Spirit is not a biological
being but rather an inter-dimensional one that Spirit’s camera has caught “morphing” between states.
The Speckled Gremlin: An inter-dimensional being
st

On September 1 , Andrew D. Basiago, 47,
president of MARS, announced that MARS had
discovered a new humanoid on the Red Planet
that it is calling the “Speckled Gremlin.”
The elfin creature, a small hominid with a
mottled complexion, was photographed by the
rover Spirit on Day 2012 of its Mars mission.
“This is the evidence that we’ve been looking
for,” Basiago said. “Here, in consecutive images,
we see a sentient life form appearing, and then
disappearing, as it walks past Spirit, as a rock or
statue would not, proving that Mars is inhabited!”

Andrew D. Basiago

September 1, 2009: MARS publishes its discovery of the Speckled Gremlin
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MARS identifies Transitional Phase of ID, page 2
Movement in Time and Space as Evidence of Life
The gremlin was spotted by MARS analyst Ross Curley while searching through images from Spirit found
on NASA’s archive page at http://marsrover.nasa.gov/gallery/all/spirit_p2012.html. In one photograph
(below), the head of the tiny, multi-colored being can be seen as he approaches within feet of the rover.

Day 2012 of NASA’s mission to Mars: a Speckled Gremlin approaches Spirit
In a later photo taken at the same location found in the NASA gallery, MARS concluded that the Gremlin
had turned its head as it moved past Spirit (below). In fact, the being was caught as it was disappearing.

In a later image, the Speckled Gremlin can be seen becoming invisible in form
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Since then, MARS has studied the NASA photo array that contains the images of the Speckled Gremlin
and concluded that NASA has photographed something that has never been seen before on film − an
inter-dimensional being on another planet in its transitional phase between different states of existence.

September 10, 2009: MARS finds this intermediate image of the Speckled Gremlin
In the new photograph (below), the eyes, nose, mouth and headpiece of the Speckled Gremlin are still
readily visible, but the creature has “morphed,” so that it has an entirely different set of facial features.

Never before seen on film: an inter-dimensional being morphing between states
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In this time series analysis featuring three photographs of the Speckled Gremlin (below), the interdimensional being can be seen as it morphs between different states of physical existence. In the first
image (left), the face of the Speckled Gremlin looks puffy and sad. Its mottled complexion shows a sharp
contrast between light and dark banding. In the second image (middle), the gremlin looks like something
has startled it, and its features have changed dramatically. Its eyes, previously large and closed, have
become small and open, and its face has become much more narrow and lighter, with far less contrast in
its complexion. An L-shaped patch of dark skin has begun to form on the right side of its face. In the
third image (right), the gremlin’s face has almost completely disappeared – poof! – leaving only an
irregular L shape, as the inter-dimensional has begun to disappear from view inter-dimensionally.

An inter-dimensional being on Mars seen in transition: Going… Going… Gone!
Basiago stated:
“We can only speculate as to whether this inter-dimensional being appeared and then disappeared from
view in this image from NASA’s rover Spirit because the Spirit had alighted on Mars or because the being
had delighted in the fact that MARS is using the Spirit’s images from Mars to prove that Mars is inhabited.
“MARS congratulates NASA in taking part in the making of this unprecedented finding in Ufology, one that
proves, as reported but never photographed before in the UFO contact literature, that inter-dimensional
beings are capable of the kind of phase-shifting between physical states that we see here.
“This finding forever removes what Apollo 11 astronaut Neil Armstrong once referred to as one of truth’s
protective layers − the one surrounding such established controversies as whether inter-dimensional
beings exist or not and whether they can transition between different states of physical existence.
“Clearly, inter-dimensional beings do exist, for their inter-dimensionality has now been captured on film.”
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